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Air Conditioning Systems
Installed in the vessel are the self contained air conditioning units engineered to maintain the
ambient temperatures in their respective zones within the accommodation spaces.

1

Method of Operation

The mechanical refrigerating systems work by means of a closed loop of refrigerant fluid that
is obliged to change state from a liquid to a gas and back again as it circulates. The change
of state is accompanied by the absorption and then release of heat energy. Compressing the
refrigerant in its gas state causes it to heat. This heat energy is ejected by means of a
condensing unit in which the refrigerant changes to its liquid state, still under pressure.
The pressurized liquid refrigerant flows through a metered release valve a into low pressure
evaporating unit. The coolant evaporates, absorbing heat energy in the process. The cold
gas then returns to the compressor.

1.1

Cooling Mode

By causing the liquid to gas transition (evaporating) to occur within an air exchanging fan coil
and the gas to liquid transition (condensing) to occur within a water immersion heat
exchanger coil, energy is transferred from air to water and air cooling is thus accomplished.

1.2

Heating Mode,

The circulation of the refrigerant through the evaporator and condenser is reversed from the
above. The evaporating (heat absorbing) now takes place within the heat exchanger coils
and the condensing takes place within the fan coil (heat rejecting). The air is thus warmed.

1.3

Power Input

The compressor, the fan coil, the seawater pump and the control system all need power to
operate, which can be supplied as 230VAC50Hz or 240VAC 60Hz from the vessel's AC
electrical power system. There is no 12VDC power contribution.
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Operating Parameters

When at sea or at anchor, the air conditioning power consumption is beyond the practical
capacity of an inverter drawing from the service batteries. The units must be powered by
either shore power or the gen set.
The efficiency of the temperature modulation will depend on the heat load (insulation,
windows, occupation, ambient air temp) and the seawater temp. These factors have been
considered when sizing the capacity of the installed units.
Each unit has its own zone control and units may be operated individually to conserve energy
or meet particular zone requirements.
7

3.1

Cooling Efficiency

The ease with which heat can be shed at the heat exchanger is proportional to the
temperature of the seawater. Conveniently, the refrigerant temperatures experienced at the
heat exchanger when condensing are quite significantly higher than seawater anywhere. This
makes the seawater temperature of diminished consequence to the AC cooling effectiveness.
The ambient air temperature makes a difference to cooling cycle times of course, but read on,
these AC units have something special to offer. Stay Cool.

3.2

Heating Efficiency

The amount of energy available at the heat exchanger is proportional to the temperature of
the seawater. Below approximately 40°F. (6°C), the electrical energy consumed by the
equipment starts to match or exceed what heat may be practically extracted. In this situation,
resistance heating would be more efficient. There is also a minimum operating temperature
for the exchanger, below which it starts to freeze up. Fortunately, pleasure boating is seldom
undertaken in such conditions. Stay warm.

3.3

Modulating Power ('Inverter')

The Dometic DFV AC units are the latest generation of on board air conditioning technology.
Their distinguishing feature is the ability to modulate the operation of the compressor in
accordance with the load. Rather than a repetitive on/off full power running sequence, these
units have variable speed compressors attuned to the coolant circulation demand. This can
deliver air conditioning at 30% less power consumption in most circumstances.
You may be used to considering 'the inverter' as the equipment that derives AC power for
your boat from the 12VDC battery bank? Here we come across the word 'inverter' used in
different context.
The compressor motor speed (and so its output) responds to the frequency of the electrical
power delivered to it. The individual air con units have smaller scale inverter technology
incorporated in their control circuits that take the constant 50 or 60Hz input frequency and
provide it to their respective compressors at a modulated frequency, causing them to rotate
only as quickly as necessary to maintain the coolant flow demand. In reference to the air
conditioning equipment, the term 'inverter' refers to this compressor speed control hardware.
Don't be confused.
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Self-Contained Units

With the exception of a seawater circulating pump, all of the mechanical components of the
individual AC units are installed on a common mounting base by the manufacturer. The
assembly includes the compressor, blower, air heat exchanger , water heat exchanger,
refrigerant drier, and heat/cool selection valves.
The inverter power supply, and the control processor are contained in a separate box
enclosure ,mounted in proximity.
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5

Air handling

The centrifugal blower generates the air flow over the air heat exchanger and delivers it to an
output plenum to which ducting appropriate for the installed arrangement is connected. Air to
the inlet side of the blower is not ducted, it is drawn from the immediate space around the
assembly and pulled through the rectangular face of the air heat exchanger. A removable
dust filter that can be cleaned is provided. An unobstructed air supply to the joinery enclosing
is required. This is accomplished by ventilating openings in the cabinetry that must not be
obstructed, internally or externally by the placement or stowage of articles.
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The self-contained air conditioning units offer the advantage of versatile installation options,
this unit is located under a settee seat.

10

6

Seawater Pump

Each air conditioning unit has a dedicated seawater pump. The pumps are 230V powered
and are designed to tolerate a wet environment in the bilge. This is important as the they
must be installed below the waterline. The pumping element is a magnetically driven
centrifugal impeller with no direct shaft connection to the motor. This obviates the need for a
shaft seal and also means that neither the motor nor impeller will be damaged by stalling due
to obstruction.

The nature of the pump being centrifugal requires that they be filled with water to be effective.
Any air pocket arriving at the pump housing will stall the action. For this reason, care should
be taken that the supply hose from the seacock, through the sea strainer and up to the pump
intake be free of loops and naturally venting. The discharge hose routing should also be free
of loops though it is more forgiving in this regard. As long as the pumps have a solid water
supply they will generate more than sufficient pressure and flow. They are very reliable and
widely used for this purpose. The impellers can be inspected /serviced by simply removing
the pump cover.
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Seawater Strainer

The seawater strainer is necessary to prevent debris from entering the pump. This is includes
even small seaweed strands that can catch in the impeller. The strainer element is corrosion
resistant sieve and is re-usable indefinitely. Close the seacock before opening the strainer!
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8

Condensate Drain

These units will develop significant condensation on the air exchanger coils when in cooling
mode. This has the positive and intentional effect of de-humidifying the discharged air. The
condensate is collected in the tray upon which all components are mounted. The tray is
drained by gravity to either go overboard directly or to a sump box for discharge by an
automatic bilge type pump therein.

The low flow rate in the drains makes them prone to the growth of moulds etc. (Note; not a
uniquely Privilege issue) Water accumulating around a unit is a sign that its tray has overflowed, Pouring some cleaning solution or vinegar into the tray periodically will help keep
them flowing. Periodic cleaning of any sump box is necessary to avoid odour generation,
especially if one is used for shower draining.
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9

Controls

The controls for the individual units are specialized for application the inverter operating
technology. Touch screens are located to serve each zone respectively.
The main PLC screen has an air conditioning on/off function you can use to turn of all
systems simultaneously. It does not control individual units.

This is the touch screen.

This is the operating screen symbol key.
Note; Don't make Rob's error in hitting the sack after mistaking the snowflake for 'cool 'and
sun for 'heat'. This is actually the 'winter' or 'summer' mode setting. Stay cool Rob, it's
summer.
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10 Service
Good water flow through the air conditioning units is essential for their operation. The
seawater is discharged overboard via through hull fittings. The flow can be visually checked
whenever the units are running and this is the first thing to confirm if compromised
performance is suspected or indicated by the control screen. It is all that usually even goes
wrong with marine air con units. Check this first.
It is a good idea to observe the flow discharge when all is well so that you can readily judge if
the flow is diminished later.
The sea strainer is the first line of defense against loss of flow. Occasionally a pump impeller
may collect debris, especially the fine strands of algae prevalent in some shoreside waters.
Rarely a heat exchanger tube may be obstructed usually at the inlet connection.
The smallest leak in a refrigerant line can deplete the 'charge' of refrigerant over time but this
is very rare for these factory tested units. Refrigeration service personnel are equipped
however to locate any leaks and recharge these systems should they stop workng properly. If
you suspect anything is amiss, a quick check of the compressor dome temperature will
indicate if things are working; it will become quite hot to the touch when the refrigerant is
circulating, on heating or cooling cycle.
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Bilge Pumping Systems
Both powered and manual systems are installed to evacuate water from the vessel bilges.
The systems are discrete and have interconnection.

1

Manual Bilge Pumping System

This system can displace a large volume of water reasonably quickly, depending on the
efforts of the crew.

1.1

Manual Pumps

Manual bilge pumps are permanently installed in the port and starboard aft cockpit seat
lockers. The pumps are mounted to the face of the locker with a pump handle sockets
accessible via hinged access doors. The pumps are of the double diaphragm type, Plastimo
11724 , capable of 1.3L/stroke. (about 1 gal per three strokes) Conditional upon the
sustained effort, this could amount to about 20 gal/min., in theory. The actual practical output
of a pump is influenced by piping friction and restrictions, which may limit the inrush speed of
water into the suction of the pump, (the outflow depends on the effort exerted).
The pump used consists of two rubber diaphragms mounted either side of a crank
mechanism. The diaphragms are alternately pushed an pulled within their respective
chambers. The inlet and outlets of the pumping chambers are fitted with duckbilled valves
that are resistant to clogging by debris. Quick access to clear any internal obstruction may be
obtained via the access plates in the faces of the chambers. The two pumping chambers
share a common intake and discharge effected by the Y piping.
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1.2

'Y' Selector Valves

In order that each pump may drain either the main bilge or the engine room in its respective
hull,.selector valves are installed in proximity to the pumps and readily available to the
operator.
In this photo, the handle selecting the right side suction. There is an arrow (like the one
visible at the top port) which, when exposed, indicates the lower port selected.
Note: The direction of the embossed arrows is misleading; the Y valve is normally used for
waste water overboard discharge application and is re-purposed for this application. The flow
direction is thus reversed.
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1.3

Pump Installation

The manual pumps and their selector valves are installed in the aft cockpit lockers as seen in
photo below.
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1.4

Bilge Suction Fittings

The manual bilge pump suctions are fitted with strum box strainers located low in the hulls
and engine rooms They are the black wedge shaped items in the photos. They are loosely
installed so that obstructions may be readily cleared.
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Manual pump hull suction (black, to the left), similar port and starboard.

2

Powered Bilge Pumps

There are four 12VDC powered bilge pumps installed in the vessel, one in each hull and
engine room.

2.1

12VDC Pumps

The pumps in the engine rooms are Five Oceans 1100 gal/min. Capacity. The hull bilge
pumps are Shurflo 1500 gal./min. Capacity.

The pumps may be detached from their mounting screen bases by squeezing the latching
tabs. This permits the cleaning of the centrifugal pumping elements.
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2.2

Automatic Switches

Float switches are installed to automatically engage the pumps in response to the bilge water
level. There are two float switches for each pump, one mounted higher than the other. The
pump switches on when the higher switch float rises sufficiently and shuts off only when the
lower switch float drops. This separation of functions ensures that the pump will not cycle
when discharge water remaining in the hose rushes back to flood the small bilge well.
It is imperative that the float switches be kept clear of obstructions. Anything that holds a float
down will prevent the pump from turning on.
Normally the pumps are constantly powered as a standby precaution. The powering circuit
comes directly from the service battery bank, bypassing the battery swutch.

2.3

Forced Operation

The pumps may be operated regardless of float switch activation by the PLC touch screen.

3

Auxiliary Pumping Contributors

Though not specifically installed for the purpose, the air conditioning and shower sump pumps
can also act as bilge pumps in the unlikely event of an emergency that immerses their sump
boxes.

4

Discharges

All of the bilge pumps discharge overboard via through hull-fittings. The hoses have anti
siphon provision to prevent seawater from back-flowing into the bilge should the through-hull
itself be immersed.
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5

Watertight Compartment Limber

There are watertight collision compartments in the bows and sterns the vessel's hulls. The
isolating bulkheads are fitted with test cocks delivering to the hull and engine room bilges.
The cocks should always be closed. In the event if hull damage, the integrity of the air space
above any water level within the compartment serves to limit water ingress below. In the
absence of a tank vent, opening the cock will not drain the tank very effectively. The cocks
will serve however to indicate leakage if water is present and assist with draining when
remedial measures are undertaken.
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Dinghy Davit System
A custom powered davit system is installed to raise and lower a tender boat and provide
secure stowage on the stern deck.

1

Davit Crane Frame

A one-piece inverted 'L' frame is pivoted just above deck level. The assembly is pivoted from
attachment points on the main hardtop support pillars. The frame may be tilted aft until the
falls are over the floating dinghy. Once the falls have raised the dinghy to sufficiently, the
davit assembly may then be tilted back forward, bringing the dinghy inboard to be lowered
into the stowage chocks on the aft deck.
The frame is a stainless steel tube weldment with integral sheaves for the falls and the luffing
lines which are led internally. When drawn fully home, the horizontal tube extensions rest
against pads on the hardtop pillars.
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2

Luffing Tackle

The davit frame is positioned by luffing lines that extend or retract to pivot the frame from its
base hinges. The luffing lines are carried down inside the hardtop pillars to winding winches
installed within the cockpit bulwark. Pendants and blocks double the purchase which is dead
ended at the top of each pillar above the respective sheave box.

3

Falls

The dinghy hoisting falls consist of a two part tackle. The fall lines terminate at the ends of
the davit frame arms inboard of the sheave boxes which lead the standing part inside the
frame tubes. The lines are turned at sheaves provided within the frames and finally at the
frame hinge pins. From there, they are lead onto winding winch drums within the cockpit
bulwark.

4

Bridles

Bridles for attachment of the falls to the dinghy must be configured for the specific dinghy as
necessary to provide a stable connection. The bridle connection points are generally
designated by the dinghy manufacturer. The bridles in the pic below are ideally configured.
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5

Chocks

A specialized adjustable chock system is secured to the aft deck stowage area. The chock
assemblies pivot back against the cockpit bulwark to provide an unobstructed walkway when
the dinghy is not stowed. The chocks risers also fold flat against their rails to expedite launch
and recovery. The angles of the risers can be set to compliment the shape of the dinghy
bottom geometry.
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6

Electric Winches

Four electric drum winding type winches are fitted within the cockpit bulwark. The winches
are powered by 12VDC and are controlled by a hand held remote.

This picture shows the two winches for the port side, adjacent to a manual bilge pump in the
aft cockpit seat locker.

7

Secure the Dinghy

When chocked, the dinghy must be lashed down prior to departure, see the above photo for a
good arrangement.
Note: Under no circumstances leave the dinghy suspended from the davit frame longer than
necessary. Vessel motions, even movement at the dock due to wake or wave, can put
extraordinary inertial side loading on the davit frame, significantly in excess of its normal
working parameters.

8

Operation

The hand held winch control permits the operation of the luffing line winches in concert. The
falls maybe operated individually. Have some fun!
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Deck Wash System
The vessel is provided with two pressurized water outlets for washing down purposes, one
the cockpit and another at the anchor windlass.

1

Fresh Water Supply

The domestic fresh water system is provided with a isolation valve at the port engine room
cold water manifold to deliver water the the deck wash system.
When the valve is open and the fresh water system pressure pump is on, water from the
vessel's fresh water tanks will be available at the deck wash manifold.
Care should be taken that fresh water supply is conserved as necessary for the
circumstances when using this water supply.
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2

Seawater Supply

Seawater is supplied under pressure to the deck wash manifold by an electrically driven
impeller pump. The 12VDC power may be energized by the PLC touch screen system.

The pump is provided with a seacock and strainer forward of the port engine.
Though quite tolerant of contamination, the pump flexible impeller will be quickly damaged if
the pump is run dry for any extended period (friction heat) or starved of intake water flow.
Have a spare. It is easily replaced by removing the three cover screws, allowing the impeller
to be pulled off the shaft.
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3

Deck Wash Manifold

The delivery of fresh or sea water to the hose connection is selected by the valve
configuration of the deck wash manifold located under the port cockpit seat.

The top valve selects for fresh or sea water. It is quarter turn style, set for fresh water in the
picture. Turning the handle to the right would select seawater supply.
The power valve selects for delivery to the cockpit hose connection or the windlass hose
connection. The valve in the photo is set for delivery to the windlass, turning it to point down
would select the cockpit.
The black elbow to the right in the picture is the back side of the cockpit outlet hose
connection.
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Electrical Systems
The electrical systems installed in the Privilege vessel are configured for your convenient use
of domestic and operational power under the diverse parameters prevailing at the dockside,
anchored or at sea under power or sail.

1

Support Documentation

Manufacturer's manuals for installed electrical equipment are supplied with the vessel
document package.
There is also a set of wiring diagrams generated by the electrical engineers ECCS for the use
of installers and service personnel. These diagrams are profession level and may prove to be
somewhat challenging to interpret.
These high tech diagrams have however been supplemented by a more simplified set of
diagrams generated by Privilege America. Please find them at the end of this manual.
The simplified 'one line' drawings have been confined to depicting sequential power flow with
the relevant circuit protection and switching related to each circuit. They do not generally
include any return path circuitry (negatives) unless relevant to control functions. This is
expedient for system comprehension, quick reference and initial trouble shooting. Some
explanations are also noted to clarify the rationale applied in the system design. (Note; do
not overlook potential problems with the return power paths when troubleshooting.)
The simplified drawings are derived from the engineering drawings, which should prevail in
the event of discrepancies. For service purposes and specific cable or component
identification, the engineering drawings may be consulted.
The documentation is provided in digital format. It is recommended that copies be kept on
board at all times as the diagrams in particular are essential for any service work or trouble
shooting eventuality.

2

Vessel Power Basics

There are two distinct power distribution systems installed. One conducts higher AC voltage
power throughout the vessel for domestic use. The other is a lower voltage DC system for
the vessel's operational utility. Each of these two systems offers some advantages for their
respective services.
The DC power is specifically adapted to storage via batteries, which the AC power is not. It
facilitates the use of automotive derived components such as engine starting, plus a array of
standardized yacht mechanical components. DC power voltages are not readily convertible
by simple technology.
The AC power system offers the use of domestic based appliances, some of high load,
benefiting from the higher voltage. AC power cannot be directly stored so must be generated
on demand or supplied via a conversion method. AC power voltages can readily be
converted via 'dumb' transformers.
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3

World AC Domestic Power Systems

Two common domestic systems of AC power are used worldwide and in order to
accommodate voyaging, there are two AC power distribution systems installed in the vessel.

3.1

'European' Power Characteristics

The 230VAC 50Hz system is the typical domestic power configuration used in Europe and
many other continents. It is supplied at 230volts and has a frequency of 50 cycles per
second. There is no lower voltage supply available.

3.2

North American Power Characteristics

The 120/240VAC 60 Hz system is used almost exclusively in North America and parts of the
Caribbean. It is supplied at 120V or 240V and has a frequency of 60 cycles per second. On
shore, 120volt supply cabling is actually one 'leg' of a parallel supply system derived from
240V. Thus is it possible to obtain both 120V, and 240V shore power on North American
system docks by tapping two opposite 'legs' with a twinning shore power splitter (two 120V
plugs supply one 240V socket) even when a 240 power socket is not provided.

4

The Vessel's AC Power System

This section addresses the installed domestic power system. For vessel operating systems,
the DC power section may be consulted.

4.1

Primary Distribution 230V 50Hz, Why

The availability of only 230V shore power docks on most worldwide docks yet both 120V and
240V in North America provides the rational for making the higher voltage the foundation
power on board the vessel. (note; the difference between 230 and 240V is of negligible
consequence though the associated frequency may be an issue for some equipment)

4.2

Secondary Distribution 120V 60Hz, Why

All domestic appliances available in North America are configured for 120V power. It is thus
expedient for a vessel whose home waters in N.A. to be equipped to utilize the wide variety of
readily available plug-in domestic products.

4.3

AC Power Versatility

The vessel is equipped with a diesel powered generator set that produces 230VAC 50Hz. It
can directly supply all of the higher voltage AC loads on board plus lower voltage AC loads via
converting equipment.
The shore power is nominally also 230V 50Hz though it may be plugged into 240V 60Hz. It
can directly supply all of the higher voltage AC loads on board plus lower voltage AC loads via
converting equipment.
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AC power may also be obtained from installed inverters. These devices change DC power
stored in batteries to AC power. The exercise is demanding when higher loads are expected,
making the equipment proportionately substantial in size and weight. This limits the practical
loads that can be accommodated on board. The potential high current draws experienced by
the DC servicing battery bank need also be considered.

4.4

The Delineation of AC Load Categories

The frequency of AC power (Hz) dictates electric motor speeds and consequently the motive
power produced. Electronics equipped appliances may also be frequency dependent. This
makes some equipment usable only on either 60Hz or 50Hz. Some equipment may however
tolerate either frequency. The alternative shore power supply, 50Hz or 60Hz, makes it
expedient to divide the 230V voltage loads on board between the frequency sensitive
equipment and the 50/60Hz compatible equipment.
As a provision is made for 120V power it is also necessary to delineate the equipment which
requires that supply rather than the prevailing 230V.
When configuring the vessel's AC distribution there are thus four discrete major categories of
AC equipment to supply with power.
The following are the (perhaps somewhat cryptic translation) labels appearing on the circuit
breaker groups contained in the AC distribution cabinet A3.
Network 1

supplies 120V circuits via an inverter/charger which is supplied by a 230/120V
transformer (all are inverter suitable loads).

Network 2

supplies230V circuits that may be frequency sensitive and are not inverter
suitable with a sub category;

Net. 2 Bis

supplies 230V power to circuits that may be frequency sensitive and inverter
power suitable

Network 3

supplies 230V high load, frequency insensitive, non-inverter suitable circuits

There is a fifth category for 230V power evident at the lower right on panel A3;
Wireless Lighting Modules
This is a source of AC power necessary for the operation of the control system
that operates vessel lighting and some other functions via remote
control in several places throughout the vessel. These circuit breakers
are supplied by a dedicated inverter but may if necessary be alternatively
supplied via the main 230V inverter. The systems may thus operate from the
ship's 12V power when whether or not AC power is accessed.
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Panel A3 with AC loads grouped and labeled.
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4.5

AC Power Sources and Selection

The source of AC power may be selected according to the prevailing circumstances.
4.5.1

Selecting Gen Set or Shore

When at sea, at anchor or docked without shore power and AC power is desired, the gen set
may be started. This will supply all AC circuits regardless of category but it is necessary to
ensure that the power source selection is made at cabinet A4 in the starboard engine room.

The two switches at the bottom select the power source as either gen set (left), or shore
power (right). They will not engage simultaneously. In the instance illustrated, the shore
power is selected (note illumination of switch) and the green light above indicates that it is
indeed available. The top green light is also illuminated indicating that the 230V network is
powered.
Pressing the Gen Set switch green button would alternatively illuminate the left side switch
and green indicator light.
Please note that the label term 'Network' as used for the top indicator light describes the power
distribution network and not a data bus. The 'Start/Stop' label on the gen set switch does not refer
to the gen set engine itself, just its power output connection. The gen set is started and stopped
via its remote panel or local switch.

The red 'Voltage Fault' lights indicate if the source power is not within set parameters and is
therefor automatically not connected.
Note; these switching and monitoring functions are also included in the remote control
network, see Section 6
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As the vessel may be connected to either 50Hz of 60Hz shore power, within Cabinet 4 there
are frequency sensitive relay switches that configure the circuitry for either case automatically.
Voyaging from one zone to another therefor does not require any manual configuration of the
shore power supply circuit.
Breakers within the cabinet are normally on and need not be accessed unless there has been
a fault.
There are several voltage and current sensing devices associated with safety features
required by standards and safe operation (top row in photo). The adjustable settings should
not be tampered with, they are set to prevent any potentially fatal shock hazard or equipment
interference.
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GFCI (ground fault current interrupter) breakers are installed in the shore and gen set output.
These are specialized shock prevention devices that disconnect if they detect minor
anomalies associated with current leakage (e.g. power taking a short cut through you). These
breakers are also used in several other circuits. Note; GFCI=RCD (residual current device) in
Europe

A primary shore power GFCI breaker is located on the stbd. engine room outboard hull. This
breaker is labeled QQ1 in the wiring diagrams.

The gen set has an integral output circuit breaker.
There is also a GFCI breaker for the gen set output located within the A4 cabinet (see above
photo) This breaker is labeled QGET in the wiring diagrams.
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4.5.2

Inverter Supply

When at sea without the gen set operating, the inverters will produce AC power. This function
may be set to engage automatically. As their power source is the ship's 12V power system, it
is expedient to monitor the battery condition under this circumstance. The inverter settings
may be controlled via the vessels touch screens and monitoring network or by manual
switches on the front of each unit. These switches may be set to on, off, or charge only.

4.5.3

Cross Voltage and Frequency Power Supply

The two main inverters installed are properly inverter/chargers; power may flow either way,
inverting power from 12VDC to 120/230VAC or converting the AC to 12VDC for battery
charging. This arrangement permits one inverter to supply the other if expedient. This
arrangement permits either frequency power to supply its alternative.
When 50Hz power is available, the 230V inverter may be engaged so its charging function
can send power to the 12VDC system. The 120V inverter, which has no AC input in this
condition, is able to use that 12VDC power to supply its 120V circuits.
When 60Hz power is available, the 120V inverter may be engaged so its charging function
can send power to the 12VDC system. The 230V inverter, which has no AC input in this
condition, is able to use that 12VDC power to supply its 230V circuits.
Neither inverter will supply the loads on Network 2 or Network 4, which are too large for
practical inverter supply.
Please consult Sheets 4,5,10 of the wiring diagrams supplied by Privilege America for an
overview, or the manufacturer's diagrams for a full depth study.
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5

DC Power Systems

The vessel has two DC voltage systems installed 12V and 24V.

5.1

12V Applications

The working power for all of the ship's equipment is 12V. This voltage is used because it is
consistent with the propulsion and gen set engine systems and is compatible with all other
normal yacht equipment ready supply.

5.2

24V Applications

This vessel is equipped with convenient and extensive remote equipment operating devices.
Such devices are supplied as an industry standard to utilize 24V for operation. The actual
power used is quite low and is employed only either for signaling or rely activation. The
relays facilitate the switching of a large amount of power by very small amount, in the case of
the installed system, usually a 12V load is controlled by a 24V relay. The relays also permit
the introduction of logic and sequence into automated operation, providing better
performance, convenience, remote operation and safety. The 24V system does not have the
capacity to power equipment directly.

5.3

12V Power Storage

DC power may be stored in batteries but they need to be recharged when the power is used,
thus they are not a net source of power except for determined intervals.
There are four battery systems installed in the vessel; the ship's main service bank of parallel
connected higher capacity batteries, and three single start batteries for the two engines and
the gen set. Only the ship's service batteries may be drawn upon for general loads, the start
batteries being exclusively used by their respective engines. There is no installed circuitry by
which any of the start batteries may be inadvertently depleted by general loads (e.g. leaving
the lights on).
The ship's service batteries are of the AGM (absorbed glass mat) technology, offering low gas
emissions which permit their installation in spaces communicating with the accommodations.
(Note; substituting wet lead acid batteries would not be consistent with regulations.)
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5.2

12V Power Sources

For versatility in supplying power to the yachts critical operational systems, several sources of
12VDC power are available.
5.2.1

Solar Power

An array of solar panels is installed on the hardtop which will produce 12V power in an
amount proportional to the angle of incidence and shading conditions prevailing. The
produced may be considered to be 'maintenance' as it makes its contribution incrementally
yet steadily over a period of time. At anchor or the dock (no shore power) with all major loads
off, the solar power will maintain battery charge and usually support moderate refrigeration in
good sunshine conditions.
The solar panel output is regulated to provide the correct voltage for battery charging. The
regulator is located in proximity to the main service battery bank, under the saloon floor.

The charge from the solar panels is processed through a set of low-loss mosfet diodes that
divide the charge between the four discrete battery systems. The diodes will not permit any
electrical current 'backflow' and thereby preserve battery loading isolation.
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5.2.3

Inverter/Chargers

There are two inverter chargers installed which have a substantial 12VDC output when AC
power is available. They can not charge at the same time but one or the other will be in
charge mode in the presence of either 50Hz or 60 Hz AC power. The 12V output is directly
available to the ship's main batteries via the 12V bus which also serves the vessel general
loads. See picture at 4.5.2 and Privilege America On Line Electrical drawing sheet 1.
5.2.4

Engine Alternators

Each propulsion diesel engine is fitted with a high capacity alternator which are responsible
for maintaining power to run its engine's operating systems and restore any start battery
charge depleted during engine startup. They have a considerable surplus of power capacity
beyond that demand, which may be directed to the vessel's system and main batteries.
In order to prevent an engine's 12V system and particularly its battery from being depleted by
general loads, it and its alternator have no fixed connection to the vessel's 12V circuitry.
There is however a relay operated arrangement that uses a 'running' signal from the engine's
operating system to connect the engine's electrical power to the ship general loads once it is
up and running. In this way, a running alternator's power can be delivered to the general
loads and service battery charging while maintaining the start battery isolation when the
engine is not running. The relay installation may be seen in the photo on page 15.
It should always be appreciated that in the case that a running alternator is connected to a
depleted battery bank, especially one of high capacity, the alternator may experience a
damaging current overload. Its output diodes will not tolerate a current much beyond the
rated output. Note; The alternator's regulator modulates output in response to high voltage
only.
If such a situation is unavoidable, holding the engine to low rpm's for a period of time will limit
its alternator current generating capacity and avoid an over-current condition. Once the
connected battery has recovered some of its capacity, its resistance to charge will rise
sufficiently to keep the running alternator within its capacity and higher rpm may be
undertaken without risk.

5.2.4

Gen Set Alternator (12V)

In the case of the gen set's smaller capacity alternator, no provision is made for it to do any
duty beyond the gen set's own running loads.
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5.3

Battery Isolation Switches

Each of the four battery systems is provided with a main cutoff switch to isolate the batteries
from their loads for safety and insurance that the batteries will not be inadvertently depleted
when the boat is unattended. As these switches need to be in close proximity to their
batteries by regulation, they are located in locations with less than immediate access. For
convenience the vessel is therefor equipped with switches that can be activated by remote
control. These controls are integrated with the general control network and may be accessed
via its screens. In the event that the remote control should be unavailable, the switches can
be readily operated manually. The Privilege America diagram sheet 9 has some details of this
control circuitry, with yet more details in the ECCS electrical diagrams .
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5.3.1 Battery Direct Non-Switched Loads

There is a bus bar provided for circuits that may retain power even though the main battery
switch is off.
This bus bar is configured to supply the automatic bilge pumps, AIS, and a 12V to 24V power
converter that supplies the vessel control network. The rationale is that in the event that the
vessel is unattended and the battery switch is off, the bilge pumps will remain active to
counter any leaks, possibly saving the vessel. Likewise the AIS may remain functional.
Powering the network 24V allows for immediate control of the vessel functions, including the
automatic battery switches upon attendance at the vessel.
The 24V network supply converter may be turned on or off by a switch at the touchscreen
enclosure.
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5.4

12VDC Distribution

The 12V power distribution network has extensive circuit protection in the form of fuses and
circuit breakers in several locations to suit the location of the sources and loads .
5.4.1 Main Fuses

There are 16 high capacity fuses located on a bus bar under the saloon floor by the nav
station. The photo below also shows the high capacity circuit beakers for the winches. These
components are in the closest practical proximity to their power supply, the main batteries.
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5.4.2 DC Electrical Cabinets

Supplied by their respective main fuses (above), there are secondary junction and circuit
protection components in three main cabinets; one in each of the port and starboard hull
passageways, and one above the chart table.
The passage panels A1 and A2 are the same configuration servicing their respective port or
starboard circuits.

There are also a few 24V circuit protection devices within these primarily 12V cabinets,
marked with yellow labels as illustrated.
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The chart table cabinet A7 is located behind a front panel in which some navigational
equipment is also installed.

Note also in this photo that one of the wireless light switches can be seen installed at lower
left on the side of the enclosure.
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There are several smaller circuit specific connection boxes installed around the vessel to
localize connections and circuit protection.

Two examples;
the windlass junction box under owner's berth on the left
the davit winch relay box on the right, located in the port engine room. Note the high
capacity circuit breakers on the top of this box.
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6

Remote Control Touch Screen System

This vessel is equipped with a processor based system to monitor the electrical systems and
tank conditions (fuel, water, holding). It is further able to control many of the mechanical
systems functions.

6.1

Components

The system is comprised of main processing unit, designated as the PLC in the diagrams.
The main processor head is augmented by the addition of 19 add-on modules specialized for
digital, analogue, power and communication functions.
24VDC monitoring signals from electrical equipment and instruction signals too equipment are
processed by these modules. Switching instructions for 12V equipment are performed by
24V relays.

Here is the busy cabinet A7 again. At the top of the panel are the green processor units
showing some indicator lights, Relays are below. The back of the touch screen display is at
the lower right in the pic.
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The interface with the PLC is a touch screen located at the lower inboard corner of the chart
table panel A7.

A push button adjacent to the screen engages a relay to tun on the DC converter and supply
24V operating power to the system which will then allow the operator to control the vessels
electrical equipment. The power supply for the converter comes directly from the service
battery bank so this switch will set things going even if the main battery switch is off.

6.2

Masterbus Interface

There are several Mastervolt units installed to measure the power potential and current flow
of the AC and DC power systems plus monitor the service battery charge state. They
communicate with each other and provide data to the PLC via the Masterbus data network.

The Mastershunt unit measures current flow in either direction on both the positive and
negative primary battery cables.
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6.3

PLC Functions

The following functions are performed by the PLC system.
Action

Monitoring

alarm silence

alarms

fresh water pressure pump on/off

confirm power

port black water pump on/off

confirm power

stbd. black water pump on/off

confirm power

Tri-colour nav light on/off

confirm power

anchor light on/off

confirm power

steaming light on/off

confirm power

running lights on/off

confirm power

deck light on/off

confirm power

transom lights on/off

confirm power

cockpit lights on/off dimming

confirm power

compass light on/off

confirm power

courtesy lights on/off dimming

confirm power

cut off winch remotes

confirm power

port bilge pump forced running

confirm power

port e.r. bilge pump forced running

confirm power

stbd. bilge pump forced running

confirm power

stbd. e.r. bilge pump forced running

confirm power

service battery switch on/off

confirm power

port start battery on/off

confirm power

stbd. battery switch on/off

confirm power

gen set start battery on/off

confirm power

refrigeration freezer systems on/off

confirm power

seawater pump on/off

confirm power

entertainment system on/off

confirm power

air conditioning on/off

confirm power

electronics/nav power on/off

confirm power

gen set power output on/off

confirm power
gen power voltage fault indicate
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Action
shore power output on/off

Monitoring
confirm
shore power voltage fault indicate
port black water tank level
stbd. black water tank level
port fresh water tank level
port fresh water tank level
port fuel tank level
port fuel tank level
port start battery voltage
stbd. start battery voltage
gen start battery voltage

interface with Masterbus system
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7

What To Do If...

The most common operational questions that arise are to do with electrical system on board.
Here are a few suggestions to keep you underway as expeditiously as possible.

7.1

Service Battery Charge Depleted?

The most expedient source of significant charge current is an inverter/charger. These units
have a high 12V power current output and the internal controls to maximize the charge rate at
no risk to the equipment or batteries. Power for the charger can come from shore or gen set.
In the absence of shore power, start the gen set.

7.2

PLC Touch Screen Non-Functional

First make sure the push button switch by the touch screen has been pressed to turn things
on. The power for this 24volt equipment comes from a converter supplied by the 12V system
even if the service battery switch is off. The service battery switch is not a factor.
The converter is supplied via the # F02 fuse under the floor by the chart table. The fuse
should display an indicator if is blown.
There is another fuse, F200 line just before the converter, this is at the far left of the horizontal
fuse row in the chart table cabinet A7. The fuse should display an indicator if is blown.
The next item in line is the relay TL200 which is at the bottom of the vertical row to the left in
the cabinet. This relay is triggered on or off by the push button switch, it should click when
the button is pressed. If not, you can try pressing the manual button right on the relay. The
action is one press on, next press off.
If the converter is powered and functional, there is another fuse in its output, F230, which is
right next to the F200 at the left end of the fuse row.
All this proving out, PLC is getting power.
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How to Read the ECCS Wiring Diagrams
Included with your Privilege Catamaran documentation is a set of wiring diagrams detailing
the installation of the ship's electrical circuits. These are professional level diagrams were
used to guide the system design and the installation of the equipment. They were generated
by the Privilege electrical consultants, ECCS.

1

Intent

As it may be expedient for an owner have comprehensive knowledge of the electrical
systems, either for service or interest, the study of these diagrams may be undertaken. The
following guides will assist in navigating the multiple sheets and the relationship between
them. Please do not be daunted by the necessarily involved presentation of this complex
material, it is easier to grasp than may appear at first inspection.

2

Format

The wiring diagrams are presented in the PDF computer document file format for
convenience and versatity. The file is composed of 81 printable pages should you wish to
create a paper version. The sheets will print efficiently on 8-1/2” x 11” (letter size) sheets.

3

Navigation in the PDF Window

When you open the PDF file (presumably in the ubiquitous Adobe Reader Program), the
'Bookmarks' pane should be displayed down the left side of the window (if not, click the
notched rectangle above the paper clip symbol). If noe of this stuff shows, click the small
triangle in the left margin.
12 main numbered headings will be displayed in the bookmarks pane and they will expand if
you click on the > symbol to the left of the heading. The 81 individual sheets distributed within
the main 12 headings are thus revealed. Clicking on any heading in the bookmarked pane,
will display the corresponding sheet in the main viewing pane.
To view the sheets in succession, you can also scroll through the entire document using a
scroll wheel on the mouse or the slide bar down the right side of the viewing pane. However,
as each sheet will be found to correspond to others distributed throughout the document, it
will expedient to use the Bookmarks pane in most instances.
Within the viewing pane, navigating through the diagram itself may be accomplished by using
the zoom function (-,+), and the pan function (hand symbol) above the pane. In this way
small drawing details may be discerned even on a small screen. The pan function can also
be accomplished using the slider bars at the bottom and right side of the viewing pane.
There are several other quick navigational functions in the Reader program, available in the
tool bar above the viewing pane.
With a specific drawing open, you will see that the drawing number in the bottom right corner
AND the drawing title correspond with the number shown in the Bookmark pane.
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4

Drawing Geography

All of the circuits could theoretically be depicted on one very large drawing sheet. This would
be very difficult to handle, either as a printed or computer drawing. For this reason, the
diagram is divided into sheets dedicated to particular functions, with interconnected circuit
depictions necessarily transitioning from one sheet to another. Thus circuits 'leaving' one
sheet 'arrive' on another with appropriate identifying markers (see below).
You will notice that the top borders of the drawings are numbered 1 to 20. These numbers
provide a vertical zone reference for the drawing space below. This is an important feature
when identifying circuits that extend to more than one sheet. Those lines depicting wires that
continue on another page terminate at a solid arrow head. Adjacent to the arrow head is
number that indicates the page to consult and the vertical zone on that page within which the
continuation of that line will be found.
An example is perhaps easiest way to illustrate the drawing transition system;
If you expand 01_ Electrical Distribution main section you can select sheet 02 'Service
battery'. On the chart at the bottom in the Designation row is the first used cell; 'Charge by
solar panels for Port starter batteries'. This cell is aligned with #6 in the top border so it is in
zone 6. There are two lines aligned with this cell, with 05-7 and 05-6 shown below the arrow
heads. This indicates that those two wires will continue on sheet 05 (05 12V Port starting) in
vertical zones 6 and 7 respectively. Now if you open sheet 05 and look up and down the
vertical zones 6 and 7, you will find two wires depicted in the upper section; 'Charge by solar
panels', both with 02-06 below their arrow heads. This indicates that those wires continue on
sheet 02, to be found in vertical zone 6, as per the above.
This circuit locating system prevails throughout the drawing set. Note that there is no
directional consistency to the transitions between sheets; a wire leaving one sheet may arrive
on another from different direction.

5

Cable Markings

Each line depicting a wire or harness (multiple wires bundled together) is assigned a unique
identifying number/letter. These same identifiers are applied to the actual cabling installed in
the vessel. Consulting the same drawings and wires as used in the above example, the
'Charge by solar panels' wires, you will see that they are respectively marked as +PS21 and
1-0, consistent with both sheets showing at intervals along the entire length of the line.
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6

Cable Properties

The lines depicting specific wires in most cases have another number at some point on their
length indicating the wire size and consequently its current carrying capacity. An example of
this would be the +PS21 wire once again which is shown on the 02 sheet as being 1x16mm²
on its vertical leg just below the 'QRS' switch below the Regulator. This number indicates a
single conductor wire of 16mm² cross sectional area. For those of us who are accustomed to
the wire gauge system, there is a conversion chart below; it is a red 6 gauge wire (about ¼
diameter with insulation). To locate the wire on the boat, this is the type we would look for,
with a 1-0 label. You will notice that this +PS21 conductor starts out as 16mm² but it is shown
in the chart at the bottom of the page as reduced to10mm². Presumably the potential current
load in this branch off from of the main conductor is reduced sufficiently to permit use of a
smaller wire size, about 8ga.

7

Drawing Details

There are numerous relays employed in automating the electrical systems. A relay has an
activating coil and contacts, or sets of contacts, that release or engage one or several circuits
upon energizing the coil. It is often the case that an energizing circuit is depicted on one
diagram page but the switched circuits affected are associated with another page. In this
case the depiction of the coil and contacts, open or closed, may be on different pages. In
order to assist with locating the associated elements, there are smaller scale depictions in
proximity with the main drawn components accompanied by the numbering system used for
navigating generally. For example small the '43-13' beside a KGET contacts depicted in
drawing 44 indicate that the associated coil may be looked for on drawing 43, vertical zone
13. Voilá. Relays also have full scale identifying letters/numbers that are repeated for all
components.8
Component Codes
Components are designated on the drawings by the following codes;
F – fuse

K – relay

Q – circuit breaker

MP- propulsion motor

BD – port

TD- starboard

GE- gen set

INV- inverter

COMBI -inverter /charger
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Fresh Water System
The vessel is provided with a comprehensive system to provide fresh water for all domestic
and utility purposes.

1

Storage Tanks

Two water tanks are installed, one in each hull port and starboard, The tanks are the same
capacity; 300litres,( 80 gal.) each.
The tanks are constructed of marine grade aluminum and are installed above the bilges below
the hull floor boards.

Though substantially reinforced by anti-slosh baffles, the tanks are not designed to withstand
significant pressure beyond approximately 3 psi. Any modification of purpose or operation
that could subject them to significant pressure or vacuum may result in deformation or
fracture.
Access plates for cleanout and all necessary fittings for fill, suction, delivery and monitoring
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are provided.

1.1

Tank Fills

The water tanks are filled via flush deck plates installed on both sides of the vessel. The deck
plates are marked as 'fresh water' and have O ring seals. It is important to keep the deck
plates tight as any leakage of deck water past a loose seal will find its way to contaminate the
water tanks. A deck plate key (wrench) is provided with the vessel. The tanks are always
filled by means of a loose hose or pour via the oversize fill piping. Never try attaching any
pressurized fill arrangement as that would risk pressurizing the tank, pop.

1.2

Tank Vents

In order that the tank content levels may fluctuate freely without impediment, the tanks have
direct venting to the atmosphere. The vent ports are in the hull sides below the fills and are
fitted with screens, (occasionally, insects may try to make a home in the fitting entrance
despite the screen). The configuration of the vent piping avoids the possibility of water
entering the vent system.
If blow-back is experienced at a deck fill or the pump suction seems to be impaired only when
the deck plate is secure, you may suspect a plugged vent fitting. There should never be and
inrush or outrush of air when the deck plate is loosened.

1.3

Tank Monitoring

The blue cylindrical fitting at the top of the tank photo is a sending unit that detects the tank
contents level and sends an analogue signal to the PLC. The PLC tank level screen page will
display a bar graph depicting the level.

1.4

Tank Suction Fittings

The water is drawn from the tanks by the fresh water pump via a fitting in the tank top that has
dip tube attached to the underside. This tube extends down in the tank and terminates close
to the bottom. It is necessary that the tube and its connection be air tight so the suction is not
spoiled by air ingress from the tank space above the liquid level.

2

Pressure Pump

Fresh water is delivered throughout the vessel by a pressurized network of piping served by
the pressure pump. It is 12V operated and its power supply may be switched on or off by the
PLC and your input via the touch screen.
The pump is self-tending and turns itself on and off according to the prevailing water pressure
in the system. Its pressure sensor is integral and senses the delivery side of the pumping
element. When the pump has pressurized the system to 55psi, the pump is turns off
automatically. When the pressure drops below about 50psi, the pump starts up again.
The pump will self prime with a lift up to 6' so if the tank runs dry, the pump will pick up again
once the level has been restored. If the pump runs non-stop and there is no water pressure,
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the tank is very likely empty, check that first.

The pump is fitted with a strainer to catch any particles large enough to impair the pump
action, it is not a filter. Please see the manufacturer's manual for the Shurflo Aqua King II
provided with the vessel.

2.1

Presssure Tank

A pressure balancing accumulator tank is used to moderate system pressure and avoid
pressure pump cycling. The tank is part of a pump assembly. It contains a diaphragm to
preserve a compressible air space that can expand and contract. The pump and tank are
located in the port afterpeak.
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3

Water Heaters

Fresh water is heated by a heat exchanging units located in each engine room, port and
starboard. They consist of a 40 litre (10-1/2 gal) stainless steel tank surrounded by rigid
insulating foam encased in a stainless steel shell.

3.1

Heat Exchangers

Each heater is fitted with an internal coil of stainless tubing with connections outside tank for
the circulation coolant piped into the propulsion engine circuit. The coolant will be at
approximately 82°C (180°F.) when the engines are at running temperature. The immersed
coil will transfer the heat to the fresh water contained in the tank itself. There is no
communication between the coolant and fresh water.

3.2

Electric Heating

Immersion electric elements are fitted to each tank. The elements are 230VAC powered and
are thermostatically controlled to cut off at a preset 60° C (140 F°). This is adjustable; see the
manufacturer's manual, Quick Boiler INOX, included with the vessel.
The elements will burn out if they are not immersed in water when powered. Air accumulated
in the tank can to bled out by running a hot water faucet until a solid stream is evident. The
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hot water outlet is at the top of the tank so air will always be delivered first before water. If the
tank is drained for winterizing, (necessary to avoid splitting if frozen), a complete filling is
necessary before switching on the electrical power supply.
The heating elements are not powered by 12VDC via an inverter as their load is too high to
be practical. They may be powered by shore or the gen set. They are not needed when the
engines are running and the heat exchangers are heating the water.communication between
the coolant and fresh water.

3.3

Temperature Control

The running engine coolant may eventually raise the fresh water contained to its own 82°C
(180°F.) which is too hot for safe delivery to the faucets, constituting a potential scald hazard.
For this reason, a bypass thermostatic mixing valve is provided in the outlet circuit. The valve
diverts cold water from the supply piping to mix with hot water coming from the tank. It
senses the temperature for which it has been adjusted and modulates the cold/hot mix before
delivery to the system.

3.4

Safety Valve

The engine coolant could exceed boiling temperatures in the event of cooling problems. The
electric heating element thermostat could fail to shut off, The supply pump could overpressure the system. All of these occurrences are highly unlikely but the contingency is
answered by a safety relief valve that responds to both pressure and temperature that is
installed at the fresh water supply fitting. It is adjusted correctly at the factory. Should it
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4

Piping

The fresh water distribution system used approved polymer hose coded blue for cold water
and red for hot. Barbed bronze fittings and doubled geared hose clamps are used for hose
connections. Fittings are bronze of stainless steel. Note; yellow and red striped hose are
engine coolant lines.
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5

Manifolds

Seven distribution manifolds are installed to divide the water flow among the various fittings.
They are provided with isolation valves that control service to individual circuits. The valves
are labeled accordingly.

The manifold system has the effect of equalizing the flow when more than one fixture is
delivering water. Normally, each water heater supplies its respective side of the vessel. In
the event that only one is operational, a crossover line with isolation valves is provided so that
the opposite can supply both sides. Should this be expedient, the dormant tank should be
isolated on its input as well by closing the appropriate valve.

6

Watermaker

A watermaker may be optionally installed to purify and desalinate seawater. This equipment
is powered by the 230VAC system. The function requires that seawater be delivered at high
pressure to a semi-permeable membrane through which water molecules may pass by the
reverse osmosis process. Larger molecules of salt or contaminants will not pass through.
The pressure pump is supplied with pre-filtered seawater by a centrifugal booster pump
installed below water line for self-priming. A line from the fresh water system supplies
pressurized fresh water required for system flushing after use. Please see the manufacturer's
owner's manual for operating and maintenance instructions.
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7 Diagram
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Engine Control and Monitoring System
1

Support Documentation

Manufacturer's manuals for this Yanmar VC10 control system are included in the JH series
engine manuals supplied with the vessel.

2

System Overview

The engine management system is engineered and supplied by the engine manufacturer,
Yanmar. The remote functions are accomplished by an NMEA protocol (Canbus) network. It
is a stand alone system which works independent of the ship's electrical, control and
navigation systems but does have a monitoring interface with the navigation screen displays.
The system and its network are powered by the either of the two engines' 12VDC
start/run/charge electrical circuits. The network carries only data transmission and small
operating power so requires only a single small diameter cable interconnection.
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3

Throttle Actuation

The engine speeds and power (throttle) are controlled electronically via the ECU (engine
control unit) located on the respective engines. These black boxes monitor and regulate the
fuel injection parameters for the engines and modulate the quantity and timed delivery of fuel
by the electronic injection nozzles for each cylinder. The operators commands are
electronically transmitted from the control lever positions at the helm to the ECU for action.
There is no means of manually controlling the throttle function on the engines. The backup
panels in the engine rooms do however have a provision for setting the engine speed for
emergencies should the network system be compromised.

4

Shift Actuation

The transmissions themselves have no electrical components and are mechanically shifted
via small levers Operators commands (forward, neutral or reverse) are electronically
transmitted to the ECU which in turn directs power to electric actuators. These actuators
move the transmission shift levers via push/pull cables. The shift levers can be manually
controlled if the cables are disconnected.

5

Monitoring

Engine operating parameters are constantly monitored by the ECU's which send data to the
Yanmar display screen at the helm and also to a navigation display if required. Engine
temperature, oil pressure, rpm, fuel consumption, voltage and other parameters may be
readily observed.

Nav screens may display engine data shared on Canbus network.
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6

Operational Warnings

Should an engine operating parameter not be within set limits, e.g. temperature too high, an
alarm will sound at the helm. The engines will not automatically shut down for safety
reasons. Should an emergency operating situation be prevailing, continuing engine operation
despite the risk of damage may be preferable to the consequences of loosing power in some
particular situation. Continuing to operate an engine when the alarm sounds may result in
critical internal damage.

7

Helm Station

The control head at the helm has two combined throttle and shift levers, one for each
driveline. There are also small panels with start and stop buttons for port and starboard
engines. There is a common helm display panel which is dedicated to engine monitoring.

All helm station functions are communicated to the network by an ECU for each engine
located behind the helm station.
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8

Backup Panels

The backup panels in the engine room provide engine start and stop functions, they also have
provision for emergency throttle operation as described above.

When starting or running an engine in your immediate proximity, be aware that rotating engine
components pose a danger; there is always sufficient power, even at idle, to inflict serious
injury.

9

Operation

Detailed information on the operation and maintenance of the control and monitoring system
may be found in the Yanmar JH Series Manual supplied with the vessel or available through a
Yanmar dealer. See the sections addressing the VC-10 control system option.
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Refrigerators and Freezer
The vessel is provided with refrigerators, freezer and icemaker cabinets built in to the joinery.

1

Method of Operation

The mechanical refrigerating systems work by means of a closed loop of refrigerant fluid that
is obliged to change state from a liquid to a gas and back again as it circulates. The change
of state is accompanied by the absorption and then release of heat energy. By causing the
liquid to gas transition (evaporating) to occur within the cabinet and the gas to liquid transition
(condensing) to occur without, energy is transferred and cooling is thus accomplished.
Evaporating plates are incorporated into the insulated refrigerated cabinets. Condensing
units are installed either integrally with the outer enclosure or remotely. Refrigerant fluid is
circulated between the evaporator and the condenser.
For the type of refrigeration used on board, condensing is accomplished by compressing the
frefrigerant in its gas state. The compressors need power to operate which is supplied as
12VDC for the refrigerator and freezer units, and 230VAC for the icemaker.
Compressing the refrigerant in its gas state causes it to heat. The heat energy is then ejected
to the air by means of a radiator-like assembly and an electric fan that condense the gas into
its liquid state, still under pressure.
The pressurized liquid flows to the evaporator unit inside the refrigerated cabinet where it is
permitted a metered release into low pressure cooling coils to evaporate and absorb heat
energy in the process. The cold gas then returns to the compressor.

2

Modular Units

A domestic refrigerator has a significant portion of its volume occupied by integral equipment.
When space for the refrigerated cabinet is at a premium, such as is the case for yachts, it is
often expedient to separate the larger part of the mechanical assembly to a remote location.
The condensing unit, comprised of the compressor, refrigerant reservoir and fan coil, are
mounted in proximity to the cabinet but in less premium real estate. The refrigerant lines
connect to two components.
In the case of the icemaker, the assembly is small enough to install as an integrated unit.

3

Operating Parameters

When at sea or at anchor, power consumption is often a consideration. The efficiency of the
refrigeration is dependent on several factors.
The insulating value of the cabinet enclosure is important but there is always a compromise;
thicker insulation entails a reduction of the interior volume, (assuming the outer volume is
dictated by cabinetry limitations). Higher quality insulation (R value/thickness) helps as long
as the material remains practical for the application.
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Paradoxically, the condensing portion of the cooling cycle is hot. The rejection of heat at the
fan coil of the condensing unit depends on the cooler ambient air temperature. The provision
for ventilation or a large space for heat rejection helps in this regard. The compressed
refrigerant will get quite hot and it should be appreciated that an ambient temperature that
feels quite hot to us is not so relative to the fan coil temperature; cooling in relative terms will
still be effected.
Frequently opening of the cabinet door uses extra power. When power is at a premium, this
may be a factor to consider. Exchanged air is relatively easy to cool however compared to
denser water, so placing a pot of hot water in the cabinet to be cooled would require
magnitudes more refrigerating effort than recovering from moderately convenient access.
The ambient air temperature is a factor for the cabinet heat absorption as well as the heat
rejection at the fan coil. Cooler is better.
When the condensing unit is located in a space that could be used for storage, it is beneficial
to avoid its immediate envelope and keep lots of air flow around the unit. The components
get hot.

The refrigerator unit is shown in the picture, the freezer unit is installed opposite side.
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3

Service

The domed top cylinder observable in the condensing unit is a hermetically sealed (air tight)
housing for the compressor and its electric motor, These reside within, surrounded by
refrigerant. This arrangement is common for all moderate scale units as it provides very good
system integrity. The motor uses AC power by necessity. The power to the unit being 12VCD
requires that a small inverter be incorporated into the system. These units have the inverter
with integrated controls in the black box to the left. These mass produced assemblies have
proven to be very reliable after decades of application.
The refrigerant lines conduct both warm and cold refrigerant. The efficiency of the assembly
is enhanced by insulating these lines. A returning line can become frost encrusted which may
melt and drip, the insulation is therefor beneficial in this respect. Moisture sensitive Items
should not be stored where they may come in contact with the lines.
These smaller scale refrigerating units use quite small quantities of refrigerant. The smallest
leak in a refrigerant line can deplete the 'charge' of refrigerant over time. Refrigeration
service personnel are equipped to locate any leaks and recharge these systems should they
stop cooling properly. This is by far the most common, though still rare, issue encountered. If
you suspect anything is amiss, a quick check of the compressor dome temperature will
indicate if things are working; it will become hot to the touch when the refrigerant is
circulating.
Door seals are important, even more so for freezer units. In hot humid environments, cool air
leaking out around any opening in the cabinet liner will generate condensation (of water, not
refrigerant) which may drip or promote the growth of mildew.
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Steering System
The steering system functions by means of hydraulic flow and pressure. It is stand alone and
does not require power from any other ships' system to function in the manual mode. It does
however incorporate an electrically driven hydraulic pump using an electronic interface with
the autopilot component of the navigation system. An autopilot may 'power steer' the vessel
from your input, directly or by its coarse keeping programming.

1

Some Basic Hydraulics Information

Hydraulic systems rely on the key properties of a liquid, it is fluid in nature but at the same
time is incompressible. You can put it under pressure but it will not change in volume. This is
contrary to the basis of pneumatic systems that use a gas (air) that will change volume when
compressed (tires, balloons). The incompressible property of a liquid means that a constantly
proportional action/reaction can be achieved in a closed flow system, regardless of load.
The ideal 'solid feel' and predictable reaction desirable in a hydraulic systems requires that no
gas be entrained anywhere in the pressurized circuits. Compressible air bubbles create a
'spongy feel' and jerky action. The use of an oil for the hydraulic medium offers natural
lubrication and anti-freeze properties, though any liquid may work in theory.

2

Method of Operation

Each of the tiller arms secured to the port and starboard rudder stocks is activated by a
push/pull hydraulic cylinder. Pressurized oil is delivered to one end of the cylinder or the
other and thereby pushes an enclosed piston. The piston is attached to a rod that extends
through the cylinder and is attached to the tiller arm, the cylinder body being fixed to the
vessel structure.
The hydraulic pressure to activate the cylinders is generated by the efforts of the helmsman
turning his wheel. The directly coupled manual hydraulic pump at the helm station pressurizes
the appropriate circuit to push the steering rams in concert to generate synchronized port or
starboard rudder action. The helmsman's effort is thereby transmitted to rotation of the rudder
stocks. If the autopilot is engaged, its electric pump will create the appropriate hydraulic
pressure rather than the helm wheel, which will remain stationary.

3

Why Hydraulic Steering

Providing high quality steering systems to catamarans requires that some extra
circumstances beyond what is necessary for a monohull be addressed. There are two widely
spaced rudders that must rotate in concert and the ideal helm position is generally quite
remote from these prime movers. The efficient power transmission from one component to
another requires some extraordinary versatility, and this must be accomplished with high
system integrity. The requirements for this vessel are most practically satisfied by the use of
a hydraulic based system using components especially engineered for the marine
environment. This is yacht scale big ship technology.
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3

Helm Pump

The hydraulic helm pump rotates equally in either direction. As it is rotated, pumping
elements draw oil from one side port and delivery it to the opposite port. This flow is
reversible with the opposite rotation, there is no dedicated suction vs. output. The pump is
contained in a flooded housing that comprises a reservoir to contain surplus oil. The
immersion of the pump components precludes the inadvertent induction of air into the system.

The helm pump is of fixed displacement design; it always delivers a consistent volume of oil
per revolution regardless of pressure resistance. Its pumping elements are selected to
produce a volume displacement that is matched to the cylinder displacement such that a fixed
number of wheel turns will effect a lock to lock rudder reaction, every time.
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4

Reservoir

There is a small reservoir connected to the helm pump housing via a port in its top. This
reservoir contains surplus oil to augment the pump housing capacity. The reservoir ensures
that the pump is always completely full of oil and any air entrained in the system may float out
through the connection and into the reservoir, which contains no components and is vented.
It is important that the reservoir be mounted higher than the pump with a consistently uphill
tube connection to permit the air a free passage. The reservoir should not be allowed to run
down dry though some space above the level needs to be maintained for thermal expansion.

5

Cylinders

The working components of the system are the hydraulic cylinders. For steering purposes, it
is expedient to use 'balanced' cylinder construction. These differ from the commonly
observed unbalanced industrial hydraulic cylinders in that the rod extends right through the
cylinder (exits both ends) rather than just one end, the other being capped. Even though both
configurations can exert both push and pull, the balanced cylinder has an equal area either
side of the piston face so the effected force for a given pressure is consistent for travel in
ether direction. An unbalanced cylinder has a rod on only one side of the piston, creating an
unequal piston face areas and consequently unequal force. Also, the volume on one side of a
balanced cylinder is the same as the other; there is rod volume on both sides. This is
important for steering as the oil volume delivered by the helm pump for a given rotation will
move the ram the same distance in either direction.
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6

Autopilot

The autopilot function is effected by the introduction of a 12 volt powered pump into the
hydraulic circuit. The pump is activated by instruction from the electronics of the navigation
system autopilot component (pic below). This pump does the same function as the helm
pump but its performance parameter is not so critical as the displacement per revolution is of
little consequence.
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7

Steering Circuit

The primary steering circuit consists of two high pressure rated hoses between the helm
pump and cylinder array. These lines carry reversing counter-flow, depending on steering
effort direction. When one tube is under pressure, the other experiences only mild pressure
as a cylinder's non-working side pushes oil back to the pump. The operating pressure will be
approximately 750psi max. but the hoses carry a much higher rating. This is because even
minor expansion in the hose diameter under pressure would be felt as bounce in the helm
feel. It is important to use hose rated as per the manufacturer's directions should service ever
be required.
The two steering cylinders are connected in series to create a synchronized action, always
moving both rudders in concert, regardless of relative load. When pressurized flow is sent to
one face of the first cylinder in line, movement of that cylinder's piston pressurizes its opposite
face which in turn pressurizes the line to the cylinder on the other side of the vessel. This
pressure/flow compels the second cylinder to mimic the motions of the first, both in direction,
travel and power. If the system were connected in parallel (both cylinders pressurized by a
common line), the less loaded cylinder would move more easily and travel full stroke before
the more loaded cylinder moved, precluding uniformity of motion between rudders.
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There are tee fittings in the main steering lines to connect the autopilot pump. There is also a
third line installed which links this pump's small reservoir to the helm pump housing and the
main reservoir. These three lines to the autopilot pump are provided with isolation valves so
that any problems or service requirements affecting this pump need not incapacitate the rest
of the system.
The helm pumping element could act as a motor when reacting to a pressurized back flow
from rudder pressure on the rams. This effect would not be a particular issue if the helm
pump were the only one in the system; the helmsman would only have to counter pressure
from the cylinders as created by the rudders. Releasing his grip on the wheel would allow the
helm pump to respond to rudder pressure, spinning the wheel.
The addition of the autopilot pump requires that the helm pump be fitted with check valves at
the steering line ports to prevent the helm wheel from spinning rather than the cylinders
moving in response to the flow created. In like fashion, the autopilot pump has to have check
valves to prevent its turning in response to the helm pump.
The rudders will hold position when the wheel is released without the necessity for wheel lock
mechanism.
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8

Hydraulic Fluid

The recommended fluid for the system is a light viscosity oil as per the manufacturer's
specification (see below). The properties of the oil affect the resistance due to friction and
flow through fittings and components. In an emergency, a low viscosity transmission fluid
could possibly be used but on no account should hydraulic brake fluid be used as it is not
compatible with the sealing components of common hydraulic oil based systems.

9

Filling and Air Bleeding

Filling the system after component installation or service requires a system air bleeding
process, detailed in the manufacturer's manual. Periodic checking of the reservoir level is all
that is normally subsequently required. After a spell of initial operation, small bubbles will
have made there way to the reservoir and the level will stabilize. The circuits do not normally
experience a vacuum and any leaks or seepage will show as fluid deposits.

Specialized air bleed valves are provided at the cylinder ends and in the steering lines.
Before opening a bleed valve, a length of tubing should be attached to the fitting and its other
end immersed in a container of fluid. Any air escaping can thus be observed as bubbles and
should the line be in vacuum, it will draw in fluid rather than air.
Follow the manufacturer's bleed in instructions.
Dirt or contamination of a hydraulic fluid will wear components and ruin the performance of
very small valves. Be sure that any service work undertaken is kept hyper-clean and use
care when filling or bleeding the system.
Good quality hydraulic steering installations are robust and largely trouble free for extended
periods of time as evidence by their ubiquitous application in most modern working vessels.
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10 Emergency Tiller Operation
Your vessel is supplied with emergency tillers than can be installed to directly control the
rudder angles from the aft deck. There is a removable deck access port directly above the
rudder stocks. The emergency tiller sticks can be lowered through the ports to engage with
the top of the rudder stocks.
The hydraulic steering system may prevent or impede emergency steering unless the oil is
permitted to bypass the cylinders (move freely from one end to the other). The normally
closed alignment valves must be opened to accomplish this.
The emergency tillers may be installed with the tillier arms facing forward or aft. In the fwd
position, the vessel may be steered by a single rudder; the other should ideally be freed to
swing in this circumstance via its bypass valve. If the tiller arms are installed to face aft, there
is suffficient clearance from the structure to permit a tie link to be established, the lines being
controlled from the aft deck.

11

Rudder Alignment

From time to time, it may be discovered that the rudders have crept somewhat out of
alignment with each other. This is usually due to incremental amounts of oil bypassing the
piston seals. Rectifying the misalignment requires only that one of the cylinder bypass valves
be opened, permitting it to remain in position while the opposite ram continues to respond to
the wheel. Turn the wheel until both rudders are aligned as desired, the valve may then be
closed and the alignment will be preserved.

10 Some General Notes
By design, every hydraulic pump has to have some degree of internal leakage to lubricate
surfaces working under pressure. The helm pump will is no exception, even though
manufacturers of this type of low rotation equipment take special care to use the best quality
components and technology. Hydraulic steering helm pumps will therefore slowly creep
under load, precluding the identifying of a master spoke on the wheel. After a spell of steering
activity, what was the top of the wheel will be found to have rotated to some degree even
though the rudders are still at the prevailing angle. The degree of creep will be proportional to
loading but it is usually not readily apparent to the helmsman and does not affect his guidance
of the vessel. The system will always remain at the designed ratio (turns lock to lock) as long
as the pump is in good working condition.
Air entrained in the system will cause erratic performance and sufficient will even generate
helm pump slippage (more turns lock to lock than normal). In the event of problems, look for
leaks and check fluid levels before suspecting any major component.

11

Lecomble & Schmitt Manual

The steering system is engineered and supplied by the manufacturer, Lecomble & Schmitt of
France. Their US distributor is PYI, located in the Seattle area.
Detailed information on the installation, operation and maintenance of the steering system
may be found in the manufacturer's manual supplied with the vessel.
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Puzzle Page
(Propulsion Diagnostic)

The following page is a maze that hopefully you will never have to navigate!
It is general in nature so you can study it to become a dockside wag.

Notes
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Simplified One Line Wiring Diagrams
The following diagrams may be printed off and aligned edge to edge as appropriate to readily
follow circuit continuation sheet to sheet.
In general, power sources are to the left and loads to the right. If you locate a load, you may
trace its power back to the source, right to left.
For simplicity of depicting the power flows, the 'geography' of the diagrams does not reflect
actual equipment positioning or spacing.
Diagrams with the 'A' prefix numbers are AC power (120V or 230V) circuits. Plain numbers
are DC (12V or 24V) circuits.
The drawings may be supplied individually on request in PDF format. Though configured for
8-12” x 11” paper (portrait setting), they may be printed (landscape setting) on 11” x 17” if
available.
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Primary 12V Distribution

Sheet 01
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Port 12V Distribution

Sheet 02
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Stbd. 12VDC Distribution

Sheet 03
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12&12VDC Distribution

Sheet 04
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Port Bilge Pump Circuits

Sheet 05
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Stbd. Bilge Pump Circuits

Sheet 06
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24VDC Bus Powered Equipment

Sheet 07
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AC Power Sources

Sheet A1
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AC Distribution

Sheet A2
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Wireless Lighting Modules Sheet A3
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